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the returning servers are back in their original location, with the pc port of dark souls 3 now available
on steam. for an accurate estimate of when the servers will be online again, the elden ring devs
gave the following tweet. if you have been left out of the dark souls 3 elden ring experience to date,
you have now been graced with another opportunity to return to the world of lothric and elize. the
dark souls team shares our frustration with this situation, and we will continue to work toward a
resolution. once this matter is settled, we will get to work on improving online servers for dks3, and
we will inform everyone as soon as a time frame can be announced. some players were able to
access and modify the data in their games, either by removing the game data from the steam cloud
and re-uploading it, hacking into the data themselves, or exploiting a security hole in the game data
provided by the steam cloud. the hackers found that it was possible to gain control of a player's
game and alter data, including levels, combat statistics, and key items. when the imposters went to
request new missions, they were given the player's password instead. by passing it to the imposter,
the hacker was able to steal the player's account data and use it to create an imposter account.
fromsoftware issued a statement saying that it had discovered a security vulnerability in the steam
cloud of the dark souls iii pc version. this then led to some people seeing accounts hacked and
others being put under a load of pressure to pay for protection. the hackers then started their free-
for-all when it seemed that safeguards were being put in place to stop this from happening. this did
seem to work for a while, however, they were soon back, seeking to gain access to all players
games. fromsoftware published a statement, saying "we are working to restore the services for all
other dark souls titles and will inform you when they are back in service. the team also thanks fans
for their patience and support during the past 7 month of downtime."

Seven Souls Online

souls of ascaron is the first expansion for dark souls 3 and it's part of the dark souls triology. souls of
ascaron was released on october 1, 2015. it features gameplay and campaign extensions to the

game and some new pieces of equipment. some of the new items in ascaron are the following: the
actual game is about being scared out of your mind, then walking away. the worst thing you do is

start up another fight. its not a bug or a glitch. its the reality of the situation. if you start fighting you
will die and likely become a revenant. if you don't start fighting, you will probably be killed but you
will probably become a vampirite.the spiritual awakening of the protagonist, gray, a veteran who

fights for a living, finally draws his attention to the fact that he has been haunted by his hidden past
for a long time. using the bonfire, he must find out who he is and what really happened in the past.

the game starts in the haunted house where we meet the protagonist and the enemies. the
gameplay in the first chapter takes place in two different places. one is in a graveyard with scary

spirits and enemies, and the other is with friendly and helpful ghosts and beings. you will have to use
every technique available to you to fight the monsters or it will be total chaos and you will lose.
simply throwing spears is not enough. you must fight using melee weapons, use traps, climb up

trees, scale walls, use ranged weapons, summon allies, use magic, use magic to summon helpers,
use traps to louse up the floor and walls, and more. a whole bunch of things. you will never run out

of ideas, but that doesn't mean that you don't need good strategy and good tactics to succeed.
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